Habitat -

Transition work 2020

The format of the work that we
have planned for you will expand
the following skills and you should
be focused on developing these
through each task activity:

Thinking time – Consider what
you are being asked to do
Looking time – Open your
eyes and take the time to look
around you and do something
that is individual – get your
creative cogs turning and trust
your judgement.
Context – investigate the
artists mentioned or research
your own and get a handle on
what area of Art you are
addressing in each task –make
a Pinterest board to collect the
images.
Create and make – your own
work with skill and care, take
the time to really experiment
and explore the media fully
and apply yourself to the
tasks.

Gregory Crewdson
Isolated Characters //

Using Interior Frames juxtaposed to
dismissive subjects to suggest containment
and isolation. Loneliness, empty, lost, fragmented.

'I have always been fascinated by the poetic condition
of twilight. By its transformative quality. Its power of
turning the ordinary into something magical and
otherworldly. My wish is for the narrative in the
pictures to work within that circumstance. It is that
sense of in-between-ness that interests me.'
Gregory Crewdson

TASK 1
We are living in very strange, surreal and quite scary times. People have been asked to distance
themselves from one another, from loved ones, from friends and family. We are in a period of time
that is creating a great deal of distress for many. Many photographers and artists like to explore this
area. As you can see from the photographer above, with the correct lighting, composition, setting
and placement of subject matter, you can create very atmospheric photographs that tell a story with
no words.
You are to draw on your own experiences and build a series of images that tell a story of your
isolation. You should look at how other artists interpret the theme before you do your shoot. It does
not need to be a negative experience, it is also a time for connecting people, to spend real time with
people in your household. To use the good sides of social media and connect with friends/family who
you have lost touch with. Carefully consider how you might do this! You should select 5 of the best
photographs, with a description of why you have chosen them, how do they tell your story?

Stephen Lovekin
Initially, Lovekin photographed families on their porches but it
soon became clear picturing them behind a window was the way
to go.
"As the project began to evolve the idea of the window started to
make more sense," he says, "the window being something that we
look out on the world from, something that literally frames how
people can look in on us and how we look out at the world,
something that we normally do not enter or exit from."

TASK 2
To go alongside your photographs, you are to create an artist study on a photographer or artist
who has inspired your style and photographs. It could be one of the photographers on this brief or
one you have found yourself. You should use the guidance sheet on the next page in helping you to
write responses and how to engage with the photographer/artist.

TASK 3
Photograph your surrounding
area. Go for a walk and
photograph interesting things
you see along the route. This
could be close-ups of textures
and
patterns,
shadows,
architecture, made objects,
natural forms and things
growing in strange places,
the people you walk with?
You decide. Create a set of
15 photographs to complete
the task.

You decide on
the subject
matter and how
you wish to
present the 15
photographs.
Here you can
see different
ways in which
you could
represent your
walk.

UNDERSTANDING PHOTOGRAPHS GUIDANCE SHEET (to help with Task 2)
VISUAL

TECHNICAL

The Formal Elements:
• Focus - Which areas appear clearer or sharpest?
• Light - Where are the highlights and shadows? Can you guess the time of day? Is the light natural or
artiﬁcial, harsh or soft, direct or reﬂected?
• Line - What are the dominant lines in the image? Are they straight or curved, thin or thick? Do they
create direction, do they outline, do they indicate movement?
• Repetition - Are objects, shapes or lines repeated in the image? Does this create a pattern?
• Shape (2D) - Do you see geometric or organic shapes? What are they? How do they relate to each
other?
• Form (3D) - Do the objects in the image appear three dimensional? What creates this effect?
• Space - Is there depth in the image or does it seem shallow? Is there negative space?
• Texture - If you could touch the surface of the photograph how would it feel?
• Tone - Is there a range of tones from dark to light? Where are the darkest and lightest parts of the
image? Is there contrast? What is the proportion of greys (mid tones?)
• Colour - Is colour a signiﬁcant feature of the image? Are there any complimentary colours? Can you
attach any symbolism/meaning to the colours displayed?

Lighting:
Type of lighting e.g. available (daylight, street lights), additional (studio
lights, flash, reflector) or combination?
Aperture:
Type of lens (wide angle, telephoto, macro etc.) f-stops, Depth of Field
(DOF) - deep/ shallow, focal point - selective focus, in and out of focus,
vignette
Shutter Speed:
Exposure time, over/under exposed, motion blur, panning
ISO:
Film speed/sensitivity (fast = higher number, grainier/noisier image), tonal
range, contrast
White Balance:
Colour cast/temperature, colour accuracy, warm/cold

Composition:
Arrangement of formal elements, Rule of Thirds, Cropping/Framing, Foreground/Middle ground/
Background, Viewpoint, Balance, Harmony, Contrast, Tension etc.

CONTEXTUAL

CONCEPTUAL

Historical:
Place in time, local/national/global events. History of Photography - tools and equipment, movements,
styles, genres and ideas. Significant practitioners/publications/exhibitions etc.

Connections:
• What connections can you make to your previous knowledge?
• What relationships can you see between this image and other images by
this or a different photographer?
• What ideas/views do you think the image helps to communicate?
• What influence might this image have on the development of your own
work?
• What have you learned from exploring and analysing this image?

Biographical:
What do we know about the photographer? What relevance does this knowledge have to the
image(s)?
Psychological:
How do you feel when you look at the image? What feelings/states of mind are suggested by the
image? What theories of mind are relevant to an interpretation of the image?
Theoretical:
Can you apply any theories to your understanding of the image (e.g. cultural, political, philosophical/
aesthetic)?

TASK 4
Using photographs from the previous tasks, create a series or
postcards (up to 10) that showcase your best work. Think about the
layout of your postcards, consider the text and how your
photographs will work as a set. You may wish to add filters, use
editing techniques to adapt the photographs. In the example (right)
you can see how the actual image differs greatly, but the layout of
the postcard is consistent, making them a successful set. You should
consider the fonts and structure of the postcard. If you do not have
any software to put your postcards together then hand based
media is perfectly acceptable.

Other postcard design ideas.

Things to consider when completing the tasks
1. Read each task carefully. You can approach each task how you
wish and should interpret them personally, bringing your own
experiences and views on Habitat.
2. Decide on how the work will be presented. You can do this in a
Journal, sketchbook, put together on a computer, on boards, you
decide.
3. Some of you will not have an expensive camera, this is not an
issue. You can use your phone to take the photographs. Most
smart phones have perfectly acceptable cameras you can use for
the tasks.
4. Keep all your work backed up on a computer just incase you
have any issues with your phone.
5. You can contact Mr Clifford or Mr Letchworth via email if you
have any queries or issues.
6. Enjoy the tasks, be creative and do your best. Be safe and
make the most of the time you have to explore editing-software
available to your home computer or mobile phone.
7. Your work should be ready to share in September, so please
ensure it has all been collated and put together in a format that
you can share with your teachers and peers.
8. Printing may be an issue, do what you can. Some home printers
are problematic. Just print your work if possible, if not, then put
your work together on a computer and print it when you can.

Stay safe, take care and enjoy your work.

Contact: matthew.cliﬀord@kshs.uk Paul.Letchworth@kshs.uk

TASK 5
You are now going to be the subject matter of this task. Photograph yourself
wearing a variety of different outfits, clothing, styles, using props and objects
to tell a story about yourself. Now if you are a little camera shy, you can hide
behind objects or even avoid photographing your face if you wish. You could
use shadows, mirrors, reflections, be creative with your approach and create
5 portraits of yourself in a variety of different locations either in your house,
village, town, you decide where.

Shoot with mirrors

Shoot with bright lights

Shoot with objects

Shoot with shadows

Shoot with low or high light

TASK 6
Distress your photographs through hand based media.
If possible, print your photographs from task 5. Then using
a range of different media such as biro, ink, pencil, paint,
cutting, ripping, scrunching... manipulate your photographs
and see what you can come up with. Look at the examples
here or visit Mr Cliffordʼs Pinterest board and look at the
examples there for inspiration.
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/clifford0605/boards/

